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Writing The WTO Prescription

The Union budget presented this year by the Finance Minister Yashwant Sinha is not much different from

his previous budget exercises. It, rather, moves one step forward in implementing the economic agenda

dictated by the World Bank and WTO. The much hyped deregulation of agriculture sector is a pointer in

that direction. The Finance Minister talks about granting the 'Freedom of Movement' to the farmers to

carry their produce unrestricted to any market anywhere in the country. But how far the small and middle

level Indian farmers will be able to market their produce is anybody's guess. How will the 'Freedom of

Movement' be possible when big corporates and multinationals will be keen to immediately fill in the space

cleared by the deregulation of the activities like food production, storage and movement ? Where will be

the chance to succeed when the required infrastructure to market the agriculture produce is severely

lacking ?

By applying to agriculture the same economic prescription that he had earlier applied to industry, Mr. Sinha

has only deepened the crisis on the agriculture front. The Finance Minister must remember that Indian

agriculture employs nearly 75 per cent of the country's manpower

and is based on meagre landholdings hovering at 1.47 hectares

on an average.

The Second Green Revolution that Mr. Sinha talks about can not

be ushered in riding on the back of the horticulture revolution

earlier promised by the multinational Pepsi Foods. The worst is

the decision to amend the Milk and Milk Products Order, 1992

(MMPO) in order to remove the restrictions on new milk

processing capacity. It spells a death-knell for the successful milk

cooperative movement in India. It is to be noted that this sector

alone provides economic empowerment to over 80 million people,

mostly rural women. Finance Minister's decision means that private

sector will now have an upper hand as private milk processing

plants and companies can now set up dairy plants processing

more than 10,000 litres of milk per day without any registration

that requires a declaration of a "milk shed" area.

The clear message emanating from this year's budget is that in

government's priorities, the Middle Class is fast losing the ground.

The Indian middle class is considered as the leading contributor

to the national savings. Now, the government wants this upward

mobile class to renounce its saving habits and, instead, invest all

the extra that it earns in the market.

In fact the continuous steps taken by the Finance Minister for the

last couple of years in cutting the interest rates on Provident Fund

and Savings Account has been proving very frustrating for the

middle class. This year's budget adds further to their frustration.

The interest rate on small savings has been lowered by half a per
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cent and tax on dividend income has been brought

back to the levels of taxation. The middle class has

been further impoverished through a five per cent

income tax surcharge on grounds of defence.

Moreover, while the rates and slabs remain

unchanged, some tax exemptions have been

withdrawn and section 88, which provides relief for

investments made in insurance policies, provident

fund and infrastructure bonds, has been modified.

The benefit of 20 per cent tax rebate under this

provision is now restricted to those with a taxable

income of upto Rs. 1.5 lakhs a year while for those

above 1.5 and upto 5 lakhs, the benefit has been

halved to 10 per cent.

In fact, this consistent slashing in the interest rates of

household savings is being adopted on behalf of the

institutions like World Bank and WTO who want

consumerism to grow with rapid speed in the

developing countries, so that a vast market  is created

for the goods of multinational companies.

And they have a logic behind this. If middle or service

classes are discouraged to save, the money is bound

to go to the 'global consumer market' and keep the

rhythm of the market without necessarily bringing

newer entrants into its fold. Whereas, if the 'poor' is

targeted for savings, the required targets could be

achieved without drawing out money from the 'global

consumer market' because the money in the hands

of poor at the most reaches the local economy if not

saved. Hence from the point of view of macro

managers, under the new Economic Policy, 'the

middle and service' class should spend and the 'poor'

should contribute to 'savings'. This, in their view, is

in the 'national interest. The present government is

precisely doing the same.

The intention of the government gets clearer when

we see that whereas Mr. Yashwant Sinha has

imposed higher burdens on the domestic

constituents, he has brought down the corporate tax

rate for foreign companies from 48 to 40 per cent

and has allowed foreign institutional investors (FIIs)

to invest in companies without any sectoral limits

that apply to foreign direct investment.

As far as the allocations for different sectors are

concerned, the Finance Minister has simply played

a deceptive game of numbers. Even here, it seems

that, allocation are being made at the behest of the

World Bank. Take for example the sector of

Elementary Education. A total of Rs. 4304.70

crores have been allocated for the sector. Out of

this only 4 per cent (186.30 crores) has been given

to the most vital segment of teacher's training

programme, while major share has been allotted to

the World Bank supported infrastructural and

nutritional programmes. The non-formal Serva

Shiksha Abhiyan gets the maximum (35 per cent of

the total allocation).

Similar is the case of Health Sector. While Public

health involving hospitals and dispensaries has been

allocated just Rs. 2427.14 crores, the family welfare

programmes get a hefty allocation of Rs. 4953.83

crores. This is a common knowledge that most of

these programmes are supported and funded by the

World Bank.

Elementry Education: Head Wise Allocation Within Rs. 4304.70 Crores

186,3

1330

1057,5

1512

218,9

Teacher's Training

Dist. Primary Education

Programme
Nutrition Support To

Primary Education
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan

Others
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In December in Buenos Aires, the Paris of Latin

America, police gunned down 27 Argentines after

they chose to face bullets rather than starvation. The

nation's currency had crumbled and unemployment

had shot up from a grim 16 percent to millions more

than the collapsed government could measure. The

economy had been murdered in cold blood.

Who done it? The killers left fingerprints all over the

warm corpse. A "Technical Memorandum of

Understanding," dated September 5, 2000, was

signed by Pedro Pou, president of Argentina's

Central Bank for transmission to Horst Köhler,

managing director of the International Monetary

Fund. I received a complete copy of the inside report

from . . . let's just say the envelope lacked a return

address.

The "Understanding" required Argentina to cut the

government budget deficit from $5.3 billion in 2000

to $4.1 billion in 2001. Think about that. Eighteen

months ago, when the "Understanding" was drafted,

Argentina was already on the cliff-edge of a deep

recession. One in six workers were unemployed.

Even the half-baked economists at the IMF should

have known that holding back government spending

in a contracting economy would be like turning off

the engines of an airplane in stall. Cut the deficit? As

my 4-year-old daughter would say, "Stooopid."

The IMF is never wrong without being cruel as well.

Under the boldface heading, "Improving the

Conditions of the Poor," the agency directed

Argentina to lop $40 a month from salaries paid

under the government emergency employment

programme; the order cut the salaries 20 percent to

$160. The "Understanding" also promised a 12-15

percent cut in civil-servants' salaries and a pension

"rationalization" (IMF-speak for cutting 13 percent

from payments to the aged under both public and

private plans). Cut, cut, cut amid a recession.

Stooopid.

Slated in the IMF's mean-spirited plans for

pensioners and the poor were economic forecasts

bordering on the delusions. In the "Understanding,"

the globalization geniuses projected that, once

Argentina carried out the IMF plan to snuff

World Bank - IMF Combine

Makes Argentine Economy Bleed

consumer spending, somehow the nation's economic

production would leap by 3.7 percent and

unemployment would fall.

It didn't. The IMF plan knee-capped industrial

production, which fell 25 percent in the first quarter

of last year before kneeling over completely to

interest rates that, by the summer, were running up

to 90 percent on dollar-denominated earnings.

Another envelope that walked onto my desk

contained the memorandum for Argentina's "Country

Assistance Plan" for the next four years. The

document, signed by World Bank President James

Wolfensohn and dated June 25, included a warning

that recipients must use it "only in the performance

of their official duties."

My duty as a reporter is to tell you that the plan

amounts to a breathtaking mix of cruelty and Titanic-

sized self-deception. Written only months ago, when

the economy was already plunging into its death

spiral, Wolfensohn wrote, "Despite the setbacks, the

goals set out in the last [year's] report remain valid

and the strategy appropriate." The IMF plan, cooked

up with the World Bank, would, "greatly improve

the outlook for the remainder of 2001 and for 2002,

with growth expected to recover in the later half of

2001."

In this strange document, the World Bank president

expressed particular pride that Argentina's

government had made "a $3 billion cut in primary

expenditures accommodating the increase in interest

obligations." In other words, the government gouged

spending on domestic needs to pay interest to

creditors, mostly foreign banks.

Crisis, indeed, has its bright side, as Wolfensohn

crowed to his banker readers: "A major advance

was made to eliminate outdated labour contracts."

And "labour costs" had fallen due to "labour market

flexibility induced by the de facto liberalization of

the market via increased informality. "Result was that

workers lost unionised industrial jobs and turned to

selling trinkets on the street.

What on Earth would lure Argentina into embracing

this goofy programme? The bait was a $20 billion

By Greg Palast
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emergency loan package and "stand-by" credit from

the IMF, the World Bank and their commercial bank

partners. But there is less to this generosity than

meets the eye. The "Understanding" assumed

Argentina would continue its "Convertibility Plan,"

instituted in 1991, which pegged the peso, the

nation's currency, to the Yankee dollar at an

exchange rate of one-to-one. The currency peg

hadn't come cheap. Foreign banks working with the

IMF had demanded that Argentina pay a whopping

16 percent risk premium above U.S. Treasury

lending rates for the dollars needed to back the

scheme.

Now do the arithmetic. When Wolfensohn wrote

his memo, Argentina owed $128 billion in debt.

Normal interest plus the premium amounted to $27

billion a year. In other words, Argentina's people

didn't net one penny from the $20 billion in "bailout"

loans. The debt grew, but none of the money escaped

New York, where it lingered to pay interest to U.S.

creditors holding the bonds. The creditors range

from big fish, led by Citibank, to little biters such as

Steve Hanke.

I spoke with Hanke, president of Toronto Trust

Argentina, an "emerging market" fund that loaded

up 100 percent on Argentine bonds during a 1995

currency panic. Cry not for Steve, Argentina. His

79.25 percent profit that year put his outfit at the

top of the speculators' league.

How the IMF Messed Up Argentina

Argentina's implosion has the fingerprints of the International Monetary Fund all over it. The first and

overwhelmingly most important cause of the country's economic troubles was the government's decision to

maintain its fixed rate of exchange - one peso for one US dollar.

Adopted in 1991, this policy worked for a while. But during the past few years the dollar has been overvalued,

which made the peso overvalued as well. Contrary to popular belief, a "strong" currency is not like a strong

body. It is very easy to have too much of a good thing. An overvalued currency makes exports too expensive

and imports artificially cheap. Just look at the United States, where a "strong" dollar has brought a record

$400 billion trade deficit. But it gets catastrophically worse for a country that has committed itself to a fixed

exchange rate. When investors start to believe that the peso is going to fall, they demand ever higher interest

rates. These exorbitant interest rates are crippling to the economy. That is the main reason why Argentina has

not been able to recover from four years of recession.

To maintain an overvalued currency, a country needs large reserves of dollars: the government has to guarantee

that everyone who wants to exchange a peso for a dollar can get one. The IMF's role here was crucial. It

arranged large loans, including $40 billion a year ago, to support the peso. This was the IMF's second fatal

error. To appreciate its severity, imagine Washington borrowing $1.4 trillion - 70 per cent of the federal

budget - just to prop up an overvalued dollar. It didn't take long for Argentina to pile up a foreign debt that was

impossible to pay back.

As if all that were not enough, the IMF made its loans conditional on a "zero-deficit" policy in Buenos Aires.

But it is neither necessary nor desirable for a government to balance its budget during a recession, when tax

revenues typically fall and social spending rises. The zero-deficit target may make little economic sense, but

it has great public relations value.

By focusing on government spending, the IMF has managed to convince most of the press that Argentina's

"profligate" spending habits are the source of its troubles. But Aregentina has run only modest budget deficits,

much smaller than US deficits during recessions. The IMF now claims that it was against the fixed exchange

rate, and the large loans to support it, all along. Officials say that they went along with these policies to please

the Agrentina government.

This is not a very credible story, but of course verifying who made what decision is a little like tracking Al

Qaida's chain of command. IMF board meetings, consultations with government ministers and other

deliberations are secret. But they do have a track record. In 1998 the IMF supported overvalued currencies

in Russia and Brazil, with large loans and sky-high interest rates. In both cases the currencies collapsed any

way, and both countries were better off for the devaluation. Russia's growth in 2000 was its highest in two

decades. Argentina will undoubtedly recover, too, after it devalues its currency and defaults on its unpayable

foreign debt.

But the people will need a government that is willing to break with the IMF and pursue policies which put their

own national interests first. Washington has other ideas. "It's important for Argentina to continue to work

through the IMF on sound policies," said White House spokesman Ari Fleischer. For the IMF, failure is

impossible.
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Hanke profits by betting on the failure of the IMF

policies. This junk-bond speculation--the players call

it "vulture investing"--is merely his lucrative

avocation. In his day job as a Johns Hopkins

University economics professor, Hanke freely offers

a cure for Argentina's woes. The advice "Abolish

the IMF" would put him out of business.

So, Hanke advised - abolish the peg. But the

importance of this one-for-one dollar exchange rate

has been far overstated. When the Argentine

government finally devalued the peso in January, it

wiped out the value of local savings accounts. The

currency peg is best understood as the meat hook

on which the IMF hung Argentina's finances. It

forced Argentina to beg and borrow a steady

supply of dollars to back each peso, and this

became the rationale for the IMF and World

Bank to let loose in the pampas their Four

Horsemen of neoliberal policy: liberalized

financial markets, reduced government, mass

privatization and free trade.

"Liberalizing" financial markets means allowing

capital to flow freely across a nation's borders.

Capital has indeed flowed freely. Last year

Argentina's rich dumped their pesos for dollars and

sent the hard loot to investment havens abroad,

bleeding as much as three-quarters of a billion dollars

a day from Argentina.

Once upon a time, government-owned national and

provincial banks supported their nation's debts. But

in the mid-1990s, President Carlos Saúl Menem's

government sold these off to foreign operators such

as Citibank of New York and Fleet Bank of Boston.

Former World Bank advisor Charles Calomiris told

me these bank privatizations were a "really wonderful

story." Wonderful for whom? With the foreign-

owned banks unwilling to repay Argentine

depositors, the government has frozen savings

accounts, effectively seizing money from

regular Argentines to pay off the foreign

creditors.

To keep the foreign creditors smiling, the

"Understanding" also required "reform of the

revenue sharing system." This is the IMF's

kinder, gentler way of stating that the U.S.

banks would be paid by siphoning off tax

receipts that the provinces had earmarked for

education and other public services. The

"Understanding" also found cash in "reforming" the

nation's health insurance system (cut, cut, cut).

And when cuts aren't enough to pay creditors, one

can always sell "la joyas de mi abuela" (grandma's

jewels), as journalist Mario del Carril describes his

nation's privatization scheme to me. Notoriously,

Vivendi Universal Corporation, the French

infrastructure and entertainment giant, picked up a

big hunk of the water system in 1995--and promptly

cut staff and raised prices (by 400 percent in

Tucumán Province). In his confidential memo, the

World Bank's Wolfensohn sighs, "Almost all major

utilities have been privatized," so now there's really

nothing left to sell.

The coup de grâce, spelled out in the

"Understanding," was imposition of "an open trade

policy." This required Argentina's exporters (with

their products priced via the peg in U.S. dollars)

into a pathetic, losing competition against Brazilian

goods priced in that nation's devalued currency.

Stooopid.

Have the World Bank and IMF learned from their

horrific errors? They learn the way a pig learns to

sing: They can't, they won't and, if they try, the

resulting noise is unbearable. On January 9, with

the capital in flames, IMF Deputy Managing Director

Anne Krueger ordered Argentina's latest in

temporary presidents, Eduardo Duhalde, to cut still

deeper into government expenditures. (President

George W. Bush backed the IMF budget-cutting

advice -- the same week he demanded that the U.S.

Congress adopt a $50 billion scheme to spend the

United States out of recession.)

Wolfensohn's memo insisted that the World Bank-

IMF scheme could still work: All Argentina needed

to do was "reduce the cost of production," a step

that required only a "flexible workforce." This meant

even lower pensions and wages, or no wages at all.

To the dismay of Argentina's elite, however, the

worker bees proved inflexibly obstinate in agreeing

to their impoverishment.

One inflexible worker, Anibal Verón, a 37-year-old

father of five, lost his job as a bus driver from a

company that owed him nine months' pay. Verón

joined angry unemployed Argentines, known as

"piqueteros," who block roads. In November 2000,

in clearing a blockade, the nation's military police

killed him with a bullet in the head.

Globalization boosters portray resistance to the New
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World Order as a lark of pampered, naïve western

youths curing their ennui by, as British Prime Minister

Tony Blair puts it, "indulging in protest." The U.S.

and European media play to this theme, focusing on

demonstrations in Seattle and Genoa, while burying

news of a June 2000 general strike honoured by 7

million Argentine workers.

While the July 20 death in Genoa of demonstrator

Carlo Guiliani was front-page news in the United

States and Europe, Verón's death went unreported.

Nor did U.S. media recorded the June 17 deaths of

protesters Carlos Santillán, 27, and Oscar Barrios,

17, gunned down by police in a churchyard in Salta

Province, north of Buenos Aires. Only in December,

when Argentina failed to make an interest payment

on foreign-held debt, did the Euro-American press

suddenly report a "crisis," feeding us the images we

expect from Latin America: tear gas, burning cars

and a parade of new presidents taking oaths of office.

The "Understanding" and the Wolfensohn memo are

irrefutable evidence of IMF and World Bank guilt

in the nation's financial assassination. But did they

have accomplices?

Adolfo Pérez Esquivel, leader of Buenos Aires-

based Peace and Justice Service, (SERPAJ), a

Church-based human rights organization, is

documenting cases of police torture of protesters in

Salta Province where Santillán and Barrios died.

Pérez Esquivel, who won the Nobel Peace Prize in

1980, told me that repression and economic

"liberalization" are handmaidens. SERPAJ has filed

a formal complaint charging police with recruiting

children as young as 5 years old as informers for

paramilitary squads, an operation he compares to

the Hitler Youth.

Pérez Esquivel, who last year led protests against

the proposed Free Trade Agreement of the

Americas, doesn't agree with my verdict against the

IMF in Argentina's death. He notes that the IMF's

fatal "reforms" were embraced with enthusiasm by

Finance Minister Domingo Cavallo, a World Bank

favourite. Cavallo, fired in December after mass

protests, is best known by Argentines for heading

the nation's Central Bank during the nation's 1976-

1983 military dictatorship. For Pérez Esquivel,

Cavallo's enthusiastic collaboration with the IMF and

World Bank suggests that the untimely demise of

the nation's economy wasn't murder, but suicide.

Wall Street Loots Argentine

Workers’ Pensions

By Cesar Uco

One of the most important but least known aspects

of the Argentine crisis is the looting of workers’

pension funds by the Buenos Aires government, local

banks and Wall Street. Billions of dollars in savings

by public employees and other workers are to be put

up as collateral as part of the government’s “patriotic

call” to rescue Argentina from defaulting on its $130

billion foreign debt.

The prospect of default had thrown the government

and the Argentine bourgeoisie into panic. In order to

appease foreign investors, former President Fernando

De La Rua imposed an unpopular “zero deficit” plan

that slashed salaries and pensions by 13 percent, while

raising taxes.

Argentine workers responded to these measures with

several one-day general strikes that paralysed Buenos

Aires, a metropolitan centre of 12 million people. The

strike wave included school teachers, hospital

workers and doctors. The unemployed, who make

up 16 percent of the working population,   staged a

series of roadblocks, bringing traffic to a standstill.

The jobless occupied government buildings and fierce

confrontations with the police took place.

The chief of police expressed fear that the city’s

18,000 policemen were unreliable because half of his

men lived below the poverty line and were suffering

from the cuts. He warned that his forces could defy

orders to repress the unemployed movement, saying

it would be a confrontation of “the poor with the poor.”

The crisis of confidence in the Argentine financial

system has affected broad masses of people. The

Argentine daily El Clarín estimated that close to “$7.4

billion in deposits, or about 9 percent” were lost in

July “as Argentines withdrew their savings out of

concern that the government may default on its debt

or devalue the currency by breaking a decade-old

fixed exchange rate with the US dollar.” Due to

withdrawals, the banks lost approximately “$354

million a day,” according to El Clarín.

The 1990s

In the 1990s, the Peronist government of Carlos
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Menem carried out a programme of privatizations,

deregulation and the Convertibility Plan—tying the

value of the Argentine peso directly to the US dollar—

which it claimed would bring prosperity to Argentina.

While these measures produced handsome profits for

foreign banks and enriched a tiny elite of Argentine

bankers and businessmen, it did so at the expense of

the masses.

Because these measures are similar to those

undertaken throughout the so-called “emerging

markets” over the past decade, the way in which

Argentina’s private pension funds are being

looted to save the country from default is a

warning to workers internationally. Similar

measures are being prepared in the major

capitalist countries, such as the US, where

George W. Bush has proposed changes in the

structure of the Social Security system to allow

workers to “bet” their savings in the volatile

stock markets.

Under conditions of a sustained growth in the world’s

stock markets in the 1990s, Menem’s policies of

privatization and deregulation succeeded in attracting

foreign investors to Argentina. The privatization of

state-owned enterprises provided the government

with billions in cash. While a sizable share of this

income was siphoned off by corruption, it also created

a temporary period of growth, with the Argentine GDP

rising by 8.7 percent in 1992, 6 percent in 1993 and

7.4 percent in 1994. It fell by 4.6 percent in 1995, due

partially to the Mexican crisis, but rose again in 1997.

With the Asian crisis the following year, economic

output declined sharply, and hasn’t recovered since.

A central piece of Menem’s economic programme

was the creation of private workers pension funds,

called Insurers of Retirement and Pension Funds, and

known by the Spanish acronym AFJP. The ostensible

purpose of the AFJPs was to generate domestic

savings to further economic growth and job creation.

But instead of long-term investment in industry,

what dominated the Argentine economy for most

of the 1990s was the churning of the stock

market by what are known in Spanish as “fondos

golondrinas,” or “swallow funds”—because, like

swallows, they freely fly in and out. The removal

of all restrictions on foreign investment and

capital repatriation created the opportunity for

foreign capital to make a quick profit and leave

the country as soon as the situation deteriorated,

making Argentina ever more susceptible to

international crises.

Wall Street preys on pensions

Under these ground rules, the AFJPs fell prey to the

insatiable greed of foreign and domestic capital. For

the past several years, the funds received about $300

million in monthly contributions from workers. This

money, which today amounts to tens of billions of

dollars, was invested primarily in the Argentine stock

market and government bonds. Thanks to the AFJPs,

Argentina boasts the largest domestic debt and

securities markets of any of the so-called “emerging

market” countries.

In the early 1990s, foreign banks quickly jumped in,

offering sophisticated derivatives products that

allowed the AFJPs to invest in virtually any market

in the world. Wall Street took advantage of the

inexperience of the funds’ managers. The AFJPs

regulatory body incorrectly estimated the dollar value

of these products, allowing foreign banks to

overcharge for them and reap enormous profits. (Had

the US banks done such deals with inexperienced

US clients, they could have been sued and found

guilty, as Bankers Trust was sued by Proctor &

Gamble and other US customers.)

Argentine local banks also found a way of profiting

from workers’ pension funds. The fluke in pricing by

the AFJP regulators allowed local banks to borrow

at sub-LIBOR rates (below the base interest paid on

deposits in the Eurodollar market). Next, the banks

invested the borrowed money in Argentine bonds that

paid LIBOR plus a significant spread due to Argentine

risk. (The spread above LIBOR measures the risk

that a country may default. Thus, the higher the risk

of default, the higher the spread a country has to pay

for borrowing money.)

This operation was made possible through the creation

of a floating rate certificate known in Spanish as

DIVA—for Variable Interest Deposit—that the local

banks sold to the pension funds.

A DIVA is essentially a bet in the stock market. If, at

the end of a two-year period, stocks appreciate, the

funds receive huge returns, but if instead stock prices

remain the same or decline, the funds receive zero

interest on their investments. The DIVA programme

was a partnership between local and foreign banks—

the locals issued the debt certificates and Wall Street

banks provided the return on the investment, if any.

Since most DIVA returns were linked to the Buenos

Aires stock market index, the MERVAL, which has

been in decline since the Asian crisis in 1998, an

amount in the order of $1 billion in DIVAs ended up

paying zero interest.

Thus, the end result of the DIVA programme was:

(a) as long as the Convertibility Plan remained in place,

guaranteeing parity between the Argentine peso and

the US dollar, local banks were borrowing as if they
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were a risk as good as the US government, and

lending to an emerging market—Argentina—without

taking any emerging market risk, netting the whole

spread as profits; and (b) the pension funds got zero

return on their investments.

Today’s crisis

As if the DIVA fraud was not enough, the abuse of

the pension funds continued, with De La Rua’s plan

calling upon the AFJPs to play a central role in saving

the country from default. Of the $4.8 billion the

government planed to raise to remain afloat, the lion’s

share was to come out of the AFJPs. The pension

funds were to contribute $2.3 billion between August

and December.

“In exchange,” writes El Clarín, the pension funds

“will receive trust certificates to a special fund with

Argentine bonds as the main assets. The trust will

mature on 2006. This financial engineering was used

to allow AFJPs to invest in Argentine bonds at levels

above the limits imposed by law.”

Just as foreign and local banks abused the AFJPs

during the 1990s to reap super-profits, in 2001 the

Argentine government in the name of “patriotism”

exploited the retirement accounts of the Argentine

people in order to avoid, or postpone defaulting on its

debt.

The first government to develop a private

pension fund system in Latin America was the

ruthless regime of Augusto Pinochet in Chile,

as part of an economic programme designed by

Milton Friedman and his “Chicago boys.” The

Chilean model became successful mainly

because it was imposed upon the working class

at the point of a gun. Currently it is in use in

Argentina and Peru and increasingly European

governments invoke the policy as a means to

dismantle the welfare state.

Default, Dollarization, or Knockout :

Argentina Approaches the Abyss

By Alfred Hopkins

(If you don't cry, you don't get fed, and if you don't steal, you're an idiot.)

Groggy, dizzy, limping, and licking its wounds, this

country known for gauchos, juicy beefsteak, soccer

cracks, and an unpayable US$130 billion foreign debt

seems to be forever rewriting a surrealist novel with

an open ending.

While local and international bankers, the International

Monetary Fund [IMF], the U.S. Treasury Department,

money lenders, stock market brokers, speculators,

businessmen, and politicians talk about standy-by

loans, bail-outs, zero deficit economic policies,

dollarization, devaluation, or default, new beggars

sprout like mushrooms, unemployment haunts more

than 15 percent of the population, crime hits record

heights, and, incongruously, expensive restaurants

flourish.

“The problem is not economic, it’s political,”

says Diego, a taxi driver whose wife has cancer

and whose son is unemployed. He asked to be

identified by his first name. “This is a rich

country. Look at all the land we have, all the

resources. It's a shame. Everybody steals. The

politicians are all corrupt. There’s no

leadership.”

Darío, who worked as a senior executive in a

computer company, before he was laid-off without

notice, also blames Argentina's financial woes on

governmental mismanagement. He also asked that

his last name not be used because he is currently

looking for a job. “We have everything and nothing:

fertile land, oil, minerals, important tourist attractions...

and politicians who don’t know what to do with the

country,” he complains. “Under the dictatorship the

government borrowed right and left, under [former

Argentine president Carlos] Menem we privatized

but did nothing to improve infrastructure. With

President [Fernando] de la Rúa nobody knows what’s

going to happen from one day to the next.”

The anti-communist military junta that seized power

in a 1976 coup and ruled Argentina until 1982 propelled

the country’s foreign debt to unheard-of levels. Left-

leaning Argentines assert that much of the

money lent by international banks was side-

tracked to tax havens, placed in secret bank

accounts, or ended up in the swollen pockets of

the rich.

Likewise, they argue, much of the foreign aid

Argentina received during this period was

squandered on the military junta's disastrous

war against the Falkland Islands. A statement

from the Maoist Revolutionary Communist Party

printed in the Nov. 18 edition of left-wing Buenos

Aires newspaper Hoy asserted that "there is no other
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way to avoid the total emptying out of the country, no

other way to deal with hunger and unemployment

than to default on [Argentina's]... fraudulent foreign

debt." Conservative observers admit that the loans

did little to develop the Argentine economy.

“What do I think about the situation?” José, a high

school student in Buenos Aires, asked rhetorically.

“What can you expect if an elected government puts

Domingo Cavallo as Economy Minister?” Cavallo

worked for the military junta as an economic adviser

and was the author of a programme that converted

the debt of private companies into government debts.

He then reappeared in 1989 as Economy Minister

under the civilian administration of Peronist Carlos

Menem.

A Muslim who converted to Catholicism as a young

adult, Menem led the Peronists to power on a

campaign strongly critical of the IMF. In what seemed

an echo of the nationalistic regime of Juan Domingo

Perón in the 1950s, Menem also promised to

revolutionise Argentine industry, and with it, Argentine

society. But once in power, Menem's main economic

legacy was his sale of cumbersome government-

owned enterprises at bargain prices. Despite the influx

of fresh capital from those sales, the government

failed to initiate badly needed infrastructure projects.

Instead of the industrial “revolution” Menem

promised, Argentina got such a severe

liberalization of import barriers that those

industries that remained intact began tottering

during his term.

Menem was only recently released from jail, held on

charges that he profited from arms smuggling to

Croatia during the 1999 war in the Balkans. Before

leaving office two years ago, he spent considerable

sums attempting to get re-elected. During his last year

in power, the Argentine economy was already slipping

into recession. To deal with the economic downturn

he advocated—and continues to advocate—

dollarizing the country’s economy.

To keep the Peronists from winning yet another term

in office, Fernando de la Rúa patched together a

coalition of centrist and left-wing parties and

campaigned on promises to rid the government of

corruption. But De la Rúa quickly ran into trouble.

Multi-million dollar interest payments on Argentina's

debt were coming due. Brazil, Argentina's largest

trade partner, devalued its currency. There were few

state-owned enterprises left to sell. The coalition

began to crumble.

President de la Rúa first tried increasing taxes to pay

the sky-rocketing interest on the foreign debt. The

economy responded by going into an even deeper

slump as consumer spending fell. Argentina's

creditors bailed the country out with a US$40 billion

loan package. But the bailout came with the proviso

that Argentina make strict fiscal reforms. In March,

2001, the government announced that it would cut its

spending by more than US$1.9 billion this year, almost

US$2.5 billion next year, and by US$3.5 billion in 2003.

In July, 2001, faced with an even bleaker economic

outlook, Economy Minister Cavallo announced that

he would spend only as much the government

collected in taxes to avoid going deeper into debt.

The resultant spending cuts have led to angry protests

in Buenos Aires. To make matters worse, as

unemployment rises and the recession deepens,

Argentina's tax income is shrinking, forcing Cavallo

to cut spending even more deeply to avoid forcing

Argentina to borrow still more. These days, in an

attempt to raise wages for public servants and

increase their spending, the government is trying to

postpone payments and cut interest rates on US$4

billion of its foreign debt obligations. Critics charge

this amounts to a “virtual” default on Argentina's debt.

De la Rúa has scolded Argentines for saving rather

than spending more to spur the economy. “How am I

supposed to save my US$120 monthly paycheck with

an unemployed son?” asked a mother on a recent

Buenos Aires talk show, when asked her response to

the president's pleas that she stop saving her money.

But Enrique Pescarmona, owner of IMPSA, a large

Argentine industrial and energy company, is hopeful:

“Argentina has made a great effort to solve its

problems. I think the people are winning this battle.

But it is necessary to have a strategy backed by

popular support.”

Argentina's economic situation recalls

Argentine composer Enrique Santos Discelpo's

famous tango, “Cambalache” (“Junk Shop”),

which was banned under the military junta. “Hoy

resulta que es lo mismo ser derecho que

traidor,” the tango laments, “Today it is the same

to be decent or to be a traitor, to be an

ignoramus, a genius, a pickpocket, a generous

person or a swindler. All is the same! Nothing

is better! They are the same, an idiot ass and a

great professor... If you don't cry, you don't get

fed, and if you don't steal you're an idiot.”

As Argentina's leaders and businessmen falteringly

tango on a tightrope, ordinary Argentines now become

impassioned about previously unfamiliar terms like

“country risk assessments,” and “devaluation.” But

in the final analysis, two economic terms still mean

more to them than any others: “employment” and

“decent wages.”
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The U.S. Shares Culpability in

Argentina’s Economic Plunge

Larry Birns and Jeremy Gans, COHA Research Group

Argentina’s ongoing crisis, which began with a

succession of presidents unable to muzzle the public's

spurning of their ineptitude, is as much a product of

distressed institutions as unsound financial planning.

The core rottenness of the country’s bureaucracy,

finally triggered a flood of public outrage that even

President Eduardo Duhalde's populist rhetoric may

be unable to cap.  The country’s current malaise

cannot simply be solved by hurling billions of new

dollars to revive the economy.  To resolve

Argentina's ongoing turmoil, the inherent flaws of its

failed political culture must be tackled, with the cure

coming as much from below as above.

In the past two decades, the three civilian presidents

who followed upon seven years of brutal military

rule barely primed the country's democratization.

Nor are Argentines renowned for demanding

equable rulers (as long as they did well from the

balcony), as witnessed by their past enthusiasm for

the notorious President Carlos Menem.  Finally, near-

daily revelations of gross corruption and cronyism

contributed to a fatal skepticism that the country was

irredeemably in the hands of unworthy officials

motivated more by greed than public service.

Early on, the Bush administration sought to distance

itself from Argentina’s crisis, defining it in strictly

technocratic terms.  While the U.S. and its

dependency, the International Monetary Fund, insist

that they are blameless for Argentina’s chronic

economic mismanagement, this may not be entirely

true.  The U.S. consistently had supported IMF aid

programmes to Argentina that were solely

conditioned on monetary and fiscal standards.  As

a result, Argentina's leaders chronically misused such

funds on ill-advised projects — when not pocketing

them — while the citizenry was periodically lashed

by crippling IMF-mandated austerity measures to

service a mountainous debt resulting from

uncontested budgetary deficits.

Accountability has been noticeably absent from U.S.

regional policy.  Since the Cold War's demise,

Washington has maintained that open markets,

together with free elections, were primary factors in

constructing true democracy.  While this ideological

preference has been converted to high science by a

series of U.S. administrations, it failed to prevent

their backing of tawdry regimes like Argentina’s

Menem, whose democratic sheen barely

camouflaged its venal marrow. But rather than

giving Menem only a cold handshake for his

administration’s undeniable record of

defalcation, the Clinton White House opted to

throw him a tango party.  Such a gross flight

from reality unquestionably helped breed the

“anything goes” attitude that brought on

Argentina’s current institutional crisis.

The prevailing self-deception was helped along

by President Clinton’s superficial Latin

American policies and his repeated references

to the “34 democracies and 1 dictatorship.”

Recent revelations about the stygian workings

of such pathogenic "democracies” as

Fujimori’s Peru and Lopez Portillo's Mexico,

where death squads terrorised civilians, or

Alemán's Nicaragua and Menem’s Argentina,

where state thievery achieved celebrity status,

call into question the dubious criteria behind

Washington's appraisal of what characterises

a democracy.

Lionised as the decade’s “miracle” for its alleged

success in twinning democratic institutions with free

market policies, only now are Argentina's calamitous

underpinnings being fully exposed.  Yet alarmingly,

its basic sub-structure differs only marginally from

most of the hemisphere.  As a result, while the

“contagion effect” of Argentina’s debt default and

devaluation appears momentarily contained, the

same may not be true of an even more virulent

political contagion.

Latin America's range of internal weaknesses,

as exemplified by Argentina’s current plight,

has raised serious questions regarding

Washington's regional strategy.  President

Duhalde feeds populist phrases to his people

yet embraces orthodox economics when dealing

with international financial institutions.  As a

result, he may not be able to control the political

volatility on the street, as poverty and

unemployment stoke the flames.  Venezuela’s

Hugo Chávez even more sharply challenges the
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“savage neo-liberalism” that Washington adamantly

defends, while the leading candidate in Brazil’s

upcoming presidential elections is a vociferous critic

of free market policies.  Does this mean that

Washington’s trumpeting the virtues of unrestrained

free trade is being met by a countervailing challenge

of the lending agencies’ dogma?

Clearly, Washington cannot walk away from churning

Argentina, nor can it continue to rely on narrowly

conceived macro-economic solutions to Latin

America’s now overwhelming problems.  Unless the

Bush administration speaks out against the inequities

of the grossly imperfect institutions that are

concealed by the "34 democracies" mythology, and

insist upon policies that address their societies’ basic

grievances, Argentina could only be the first in a

series of hemispheric dominoes.

(The Council on Hemispheric Affairs (COHA), founded in 1975, is an independent, non-profit,

non-partisan, tax-exempt research and information organisation. It has been described on the

Senate floor as being "one of the nation's most respected bodies of scholars and policy makers.")

Rebellion in the Neighbourhoods

By Marcela Valente

Neighbourhood assemblies are springing up in cities

throughout Argentina, particularly in the capital and

surrounding areas, as a groundswell of people seek

to change the political landscape amidst the country's

social and economic collapse.

Many assembly participants are young people who

are fed up with the political parties they say have

betrayed their ideals. But there are also many

unemployed, out-of-business shopkeepers, retired

people, teachers and professionals taking an active

role in the meetings. Many had never taken part in

any citizen-based mobilisation before in their lives.

There are several common denominators, among

the assemblies held each week since late December

in more than 50 neighbourhoods, such as the rising

anxieties of the most desperate and the increasing

calm among those attempting to organise grassroots

participation to make their demands heard.

The vast majority of the neighbours participating in

the assemblies believe that political leaders are

ignorant of the people's needs. In many cases

residents do not personally know their elected city

council members and local legislators, nor where

they live. They are seen as mere representatives of

political parties.

Now, however, independent citizens are adopting

the terminology characteristic of party politics:

assemblies, agendas, motion for order, moderators,

committees, and liaison commissions.

But few assembly participants have grand hopes for

change. They say, at least, that they want to remain

alert to the government's measures, channel their

need for participation and expression, and try to put

some new faces in the political arena, even if the

new politicians lack experience.

"Everyone is completely fed up with corrupt

politicians. We are not against democracy, but the

neighbours seem to be allergic to anything that smells

like politics," Carmen Fernández, a teacher from

Buenos Aires' Palermo neighbourhood and head of

her district's Education Committee, told IPS.

There is a great deal of talk at the assemblies about

the "common enemy", which everyone agrees are

Argentina's political leaders. The neighbourhood

organisations have been careful to maintain a

horizontal structure, in which everyone has the right

to make proposals, and leaders seem to emerge

based on who best facilitates participation.

Usually someone offers a warehouse for a meeting

site in case of rain, and someone else offers a printing

press to print posters or a newsletter. At one

assembly, young filmmakers proposed to record the

sessions for a documentary. Attorneys, accountants

and doctors offer their professional services.

The slogan heard most often is "all the politicians

out", but the assembly-goers insist this is not a call

for an end to the democratic system.

"On the contrary, to get out of this crisis, requires

more politics, but real politics. These meetings of

common people on the street are the fundamental

form of doing politics," Roli Sampieri, an accountant

in charge of the Press Committee for the Almagro
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neighbourhood assembly in the capital, told IPS.

"When a married couple decides to separate, that

doesn't mean that they won't go on to marry

someone else. This is the same thing: we don't want

these politicians. We want a change," Sampieri said.

Only the ongoing street protests by the Argentine

people can convince the career politicians to think

of the common good and not about personal gain,

according to the activist. In the long term, there will

have to be a change in leadership that is founded on

a more community-based conception of politics, he

added.

Another Almagro neighbour, Mario Colombati,

agrees. "We are not satisfied with merely casting a

vote at election time. We want to participate and

we want them to listen to us more often, because

that is the main problem, they don't listen to us," he

said in a conversation with IPS.

In last October's legislative elections (the vote is

compulsory in Argentina), Colombati annulled his

ballot in protest to express his discontent with the

political parties. But, he said, "we cannot live without

politicians, because that would be anarchy. We want

those who robbed us to leave, and we want to

closely monitor those who replace them," he said.

Most of the neighbourhood assemblies were

founded after the first major "caceroleo" protest,

when Argentines came out in masses, banging pots

and pans in protest against then president Fernando

de la Rúa, who resigned on December 20.

At first it was just a handful of neighbours who

gathered together, concerned about preventing the

new government from being made up of the same

leaders in a different disguise.

With the series of political turnovers and the ever-

deepening social and economic crisis, the meetings

have achieved greater impact, and new leaders are

emerging. The neighbours at the assemblies choose

delegates who participate every Sunday in an inter-

neighbourhood plenary session, which draws some

4,000 people.

There, representatives from middle-class districts

mix with those from the wealthiest and the poorest

neighbourhoods Their proposals often become

radicalised, and protests are expressed on behalf of

an array of groups: the unemployed, merchants,

former party activists, and savers who have been

hurt by the government's economic measures of the

last two months.

The non-governmental organization 'Poder

Ciudadano' (Citizen Power) offered the assembly

participants a free course in institutional monitoring.

The programme is called "Citizens as protagonists

of change" and seeks to provide practical tools to

the movement that expresses itself in 'cacerolazos',

neighbourhood meetings and marches.

But there are many who appear already to possess

some working knowledge as a result of their activism

in student organisations, political parties or labour

unions.

"The assembly shall be considered constituted when

at least 20 neighbours are present. All who live in

the neighbourhood may participate with voice and

vote," reads a woman, aided by a brand- new

megaphone, on a street corner where more than a

hundred residents have gathered.

"The executive committee shall meet 15 minutes prior

to the assembly to draft the agenda with the

proposals provided by the neighbours," she says,

handing the word - and the megaphone - over to

the "moderator". It is clarified repeatedly that "here,

no one is in charge, we are going to take turns."

One of the proposals made during the assembly was

to set aside 15 minutes each week on a

neighbourhood radio programme to provide updates

about the movement. The proposal was readily

accepted.

But when the moderator announced that a television

news programme has sent a reporter and a camera

operator, the reaction is one of absolute rejection,

with the neighbours shouting for the media

representatives to leave.

The reporter is from a programme whose host has

supported the government's economic reforms in the

past few years and who now is seen as inciting

protest with a right-wing discourse. The neighbours

make it clear they do not want anyone to use them

to advance a cause they do not agree with.

In fact, in the assemblies and in mass e-mails,

Argentines are calling not only for the removal of

the career politicians and entrenched union leaders,

but also for the rejection of the privatized entities

entrusted with public services and of the news media

which, they say, are not accurately portraying the

population's suffering.

"I am very surprised because there are people
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participating who otherwise never left their homes.

My 70-year-old neighbour had never taken part in

anything, but now she has such an extremist stance

that it is truly astonishing," said Palermo

neighbourhood assembly participant Fernández.

She said one of the slogans repeated in her

neighbourhood is "the politicians must go because

they do not understand a thing." Fernández

explained that this reflects the sentiment that political

leaders no longer comprehend, nor can they

express, the citizenry's problems because they are

too far removed from that reality.

For Sampieri, the national crisis was a long time in

the making and these assemblies are a response to

the loss of credibility of the political system in general.

"Politics continues to be the only way to express

one's self, but the people reject the political parties,

and therefore are gathering in the streets," he said.

Some of the initiatives coming out of the assemblies

include organizing a volunteer corps to provide

assistance to retires and the unemployed and to help

with the needs outlined by hospital personnel, but

the priority is ultimately to take their proposals to

the national level.

The neighbourhood assemblies are planning a march

on the legislative palace when the lawmakers gather

to debate the government budget, protests outside

bank headquarters to protest the transfer to pesos -

the national currency - of dollar deposits, and

demonstrations against the representatives of the

International Monetary Fund (IMF) who visit

Argentina.

"I don't know if this will lead to change, but at least

it is teaching us to be more alert," said one resident

as she headed home after an assembly meeting.

Slowly But Surely They Are Coming !

(Fighting rural poverty is the name of the game, the real intention being the transfer of the control

on the natural resources of the Third World Countries into the hands of private sector)

The World Bank last week approved two credits for India designed to improve incomes and fight rural

poverty in Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh through two water restructuring projects, totalling US$289.2

million. The two credits, US$140 million and US$149.2 million respectively, are provided by the

International Development Association (IDA).

The Rajasthan Water Sector Restructuring project aims to promote more sustainable development and

use of the state's limited water resources by improving its management, particularly in the irrigation

sector. By improving agricultural productivity, the project would generate additional jobs in the rural

sector. Productivity would be enhanced by increasing the involvement of farmers and through the

development of partnerships with the public and private sector.

"The project aims to benefit an estimated 250,000 farm families and stimulate demand for labour estimated

at about 29,000 jobs per year," says Mr. Geoffrey Spencer, Senior Irrigation Engineer and Task Manager

of the project. "In addition, the formation of community groups under some of the project components,

will empower the rural population, particularly women and other disadvantaged people. The project

will also support environmental management capacity, which will benefit the communities by reducing

pollution, preventing water related diseases and improving public health."

The Uttar Pradesh Water Sector Restructuring Project aims to initiate fundamental reforms in the water

resources management and irrigation to improve the living standards of the poor. "The project is expected

to generate additional employment for 22,000 rural farm families per year, which represents a 24 percent

increase in rural farm employment," says Mr. Srinivasan Rajagopal, Senior Water Resources Specialist

and Task Leader of the project. "The main component of this project is targeted towards improving the

water resources management of the Ghagra-Gomti basin in Eastern Uttar Pradesh, which has the highest

concentration of poverty in the state. The project will help to improve incomes and generate additional

employment opportunities for the people living in the basin."

The US$140 million credit for Rajasthan and the US$149.2 million-credit for Uttar Pradesh are both

on standard IDA terms, with a 40-year maturity, including a 10-year grace period.
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While Menem’s presidential ambitions and the

corruption of his administration certainly were

negative factors in the Argentine crisis, its root causes

lie in the 1997 Asian crisis, the 1998 Russian debt

default and the 1999 Brazilian balance of payments

crisis.

The mid-1997 collapse of the Asian Tiger economies

and the Russian default made international investors

increasingly cautious about putting money in what

economists now call “emerging nations,” like

Argentina and Brazil, that are economically dependent

on and politically dominated by nations like the United

State, Germany and Japan.

This resulted in high interest rates worldwide. A

typical example is Brazil, where money market rates

increased from 22 percent in November 1997 to 42

percent in October 1998.

Those same conditions had forced Russia to default

on its debts in 1998, despite IMF rescue efforts. That

event put further pressure on the Brazilian economy.

Again, despite an IMF rescue package, Brazil,

hobbled by double-digit rates of unemployment and

more than $300 billion in debt, allowed its currency to

depreciate by 44 percent on January 29, 1999.

While the Brazilian crisis rippled throughout Latin

America and the rest of the world, it had a devastating

impact on Argentina and its partners in the Mercosur

Common Market, Uruguay and Paraguay.

Currently, roughly 30 percent of Argentina’s foreign

trade is with Brazil. Since June, Argentine industrial

exports to Brazil are down 50 percent.

As the economy went into recession, the Menem

administration embarked on a massive privatization

of public utilities and industries and the creation of

structures to make the state economically passive,

including a strong peg of the peso to the US dollar.

These policies were continued by the De la Rua, who

succeeded Menem in 1999.

Both regimes had hoped that self-regulating

mechanisms, based on a rapid drop in Argentine

wages and an inflow of foreign capital, would make

the economy grow once more, according to neo-

liberal prescriptions.

Domestic capitalists, meanwhile, are protecting their

wealth by liquidating the country’s assets and moving

funds to regions considered more likely to produce

profit, just like their foreign counterparts.

So far, every measure taken since the situation

developed into a full-blown crisis has pushed the

economy the wrong way and further impoverished

the Argentine working and middle classes. Beggars

in Buenos Aires now include former blue- and white-

collar workers. Homelessness and hunger are on the

rise. Society has become increasingly polarized.

Oblivious to this social devastation, economic voices

such as the Financial Times and the Economist are

openly calling for the devaluation of the Argentine

peso and some type of negotiated default. “End the

Agony,” counsels the Economist. A recent editorial

in the Financial Times declares that further rescue

attempts will be futile, comparing them to refinancing

the Titanic as it sinks.

The international economic impact is already being

felt, as the Brazilian currency accelerates its

downward spiral against the dollar. The Brazilian real

fell 2.3 percent in June, 5.5 percent in July and 10

percent in the last week of September. Despite five

interest rate increases so far this year to stop the

outflow of capital, the real has fallen 23 percent,

making it the 55th worst performing currency on a

list of 56 kept by the German Comerzbank, behind

the South African rand and just ahead of the crippled

Turkish lira.

The drop in currency value has had devastating effects

on Brazil’s public dollar-denominated debt. Figures

for the first seven months of the year indicate that

interest payments on the public debt steadily rose from

3 to 17 billion reales. For the entire seven-month

period, it was the annual equivalent of 11 percent of

GDP, up from 6.5 percent in January.

The Brazilian Central Bank is having trouble raising

funds at manageable interest rates, just as growing

debts come to term and the public deficit continues

to rise. In June, government expenses were 6.37

percent higher than tax receipts, compared with 3.53

percent in June 2000. Brazil must repay or refinance

$74 billion next year, out of a total public debt of $305

billion. If one adds private debts, the total adds up to

$640 billion, roughly 120 percent of GDP.

According to the Financial Times, Brazil’s vulnerability

is “very similar” to that of Argentina. Under these

conditions, any prediction that the global economy is

insulated from an Argentine-Brazilian collapse

amounts to whistling in the dark.

Argentina on the Edge of

Default  - Is Brazil Next?

By G. Rojas
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How Enron's Directors Made Millions

By Grant Rignshaw

The collapse of Enron, the energy trading giant, has

been a tale of high drama and lurid revelations. But

few expected the latest stunning twist to result from

the world's biggest ever bankruptcy.

In the early hours of one morning, in the month of

January, Clifford Baxter, until last

May the Enron vice chairman, was

shockingly found dead in his car

in an apparent suicide.

Baxter was one of 29 current and

former Directors at the centre of

legal action launched by share

holders and former staff.

The lawsuit accuses the directors

of selling no less than $1.1 billion

in shares between October 1998

and November 2001 on the basis

of inside information while at the

same time misleading investors

about Enron's true financial

position.

In January last year, Baxter, for

example, made a profit of  $10

million by selling 174,215 Enron

shares. In all, he made $35.2

million on share sales between

October 1998 and November

2001, according to documents

presented to the court.

But investors' anger was focused

on Kenneth Lay, the Enron

Chairman and Chief Executive

who resigned on January 24.

Documents uncovered by

lawyers last week revealed that

over a two and half year period,

Lay sold Enron's shares at

astonishing 350 times.

Kenneth Lay received around

$103 million by selling 1.8 million

shares between early 1999 and

July 2001 - five months before Enron filed for

bankruptcy.

Investigators have seized on Lay's trading and

statements in the final fatal months before the energy

giant's dramatic collapse as potentially the most

damning evidence. On August 20 and 21, the Enron

Chairman exercised options on 93,620 shares for $2

million. Lay is understood to not have reported selling

the shares to the Security and Exchange Commission

since the proceeds were supposedly used to repay

millions of dollars on loans advanced to him by the

company.

Lawyers for the executives contended that Enron's

now vilified top management did nothing wrong and

that they had no special information. Many find it

hard to accept. Investors are rightly questioning the

timing of Lay's August share sales.

These came just days after Lay received the exclusive

anonymous letter from Sharron Watkins, the Enron

Vice-President and now the celebrated whistle-

blower, warning that the company would implode in

Letters on the Enron Collapse
(Sent to the World Socialist Web Site)

I

I absolutely agree that Cliff would not have killed himself. He was an

honourable man who loved his family and in the few years I knew him

he always was above board and fought for what was right. I just cannot

believe that Cliff would do that to his family. When I first heard the

news my first instinct was that they got rid of him because he knew too

much and could tell the real story. In Houston if you have enough $$$$

and enough “Texas” clout you can get anything done. I’m from there,

although misplaced at this moment due to the Enron situation, and know

that “Force” would do anything for the “Enron Top.”
KR

30 January 2002

II

Well, here’s another suspicion confirmed. Have you wondered why

the press has not permitted us to hear one peep out of J. Cliff Baxter’s

widow? It’s because she’s not singing the right tune. “The family doesn’t

buy it,” said a friend about the rush to suicide verdict. It’s actually pretty

surprising that the [ Washington] Post, which is acting more and more

like the official White House news organ, should let even this little hint

of skepticism out.

By the way, something else is conspicuously absent from the press

reports. We have not been told even one word about Baxter’s activities

in the 48 hours before his body was found. Who saw him last? Where

was he supposed to be when he was dead in his car instead? What

was his schedule of activities? Had his wife reported him missing? If

not, why not?

This is absolutely the worst reporting job on an important event that I

have seen yet in this country, and that covers a lot of ground. When it

comes to shamelessness, Bill Clinton has nothing on the members of

our journalism profession.
DM

3 February 2002
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a "wave of accounting scandals."

Baxter was mentioned in the Watkin's memo for

having raised questions about transactions involving

LJM, one of the partnerships which kept hundreds of

millions of pounds in debt off Enron's balance sheet.

Investigators are also questioning why Lay was urging

staff to buy shares in the company on September 26

in an on-line forum.

Lay claimed that Enron was "an incredible bargain".

But just weeks later on October 16, the company

stunned the markets by dramatically revealing a

catastrophic $6.38 million third quarter loss and a $1.2

billion right down in shareholder funds - a move which

started the company's stunning fee-fall and eventual

bankruptcy on December 2.

Lay was not alone in off-loading huge amounts of

Enron's shares. According to court documents, Lou

Pai, a former Chief Executive of an Enron subsidiary

had pocketed $353 million by early July last year.

Andrew Fastow, the Chief Financial Officer who is

alleged to have controlled the complex web of off-

balance sheet partnerships sold 560,000 shares

totalling about $30 million between August 1999 and

November 2000. Jeffrey Skilling, who quit after less

than a year as Chief Executive, received $66.9 million

for selling 1.1 million shares between December 2000

and August 2001.

But while the top executives benefited, thousands of

staff saw the retirement plans savaged by the collapse

in the company's share price. Staff were huge

investors - on an average, Enron employees had more

than 60 per cent of their retirement plans invested in

the company's shares. Worst still, staff could not sell

shares after Enron changed the administrator of the

pension programme.

The exact time of the ban is controversial. Lawyers

have uncovered e-mails which clearly indicate that

staff were told the lockout would be around a month

running from October 26 to November 20. Enron

maintains the lockout began on October 29 and lasted

just 10 days.

What is clear is that staff were barred from selling at

the most critical time as Enron's shares crumbled as

more details emerged about its true financial crisis.

Critics have suggested that the timing of the lockout

could even have been designed to prevent a mass

sale of shares by staff already anxious about the

sliding share price.

Despite amassing a huge fortune through the share

sales, Lay has put now three of his four homes in the

fashionable Aspen Ski Resort up for sale for $15.5

million but as investigators probed the share dealings

and a mass of multi billion dollar lawsuit emerge, he

may need every cent.
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